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<td>Language learning site, privacy statement, 19:83.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine-readable programs and translations, 19:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master buses, 19:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microprocessors, 19:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modems, 19:11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motion Pictures (this index)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Music and Musical Compositions (this index)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Patent cases, annotation, 19:99 |
COMPUTERS—Cont’d
Patent—Cont’d
fees (effective January 16, 2018), 19:120.35
software, below
PayPal user agreement, 19:268.40
PCI buses, 19:9
Periodicals, 19:90
Plays, 19:263
Privacy
notice, 19:83.30, 19:268.20
statement
language learning site, 19:83.10
Thomson Reuters, 19:268.10
Programming languages, 19:14
Publishing
generally, 19:179-19:200
annotations
generally, 19:198-19:200
copyright regulations, 19:198
fonts, 19:198
publishing cases, 19:199
references, 19:200
authorized computer game book, 19:193
books, 19:186
book software spin-offs, 19:188
CD-ROM licensing agreement, 19:194
computerizing the independent publisher, 19:180
copyright regulations, 19:198
entertainment software centers, 19:187
fonts, 19:198
how or whether to computerize, 19:182
legal status, 19:181
Library of Congress data sheets, 19:197
License of Literary Work for
Electronic Media, 19:195
option on digital rights, 19:196
programming agreement, 19:190-19:192

COMPUTERS—Cont’d
Publishing—Cont’d
publishing cases, 19:199
references, 19:200
software, 19:185, 19:189
use of database, 19:184
RAMs and ROMs, 19:3
References, 19:87
generally, 19:87
games, 19:262
publishing, 19:200
software, 19:155
Releases, 19:100, 19:161
Report, software-enabled consumer products, 19:120.90
Robotics, 19:101, 19:162
Screens, 19:8
Serial buses, 19:9
Shrink-wrap license, end user, 19:84.50
Software
access to trade secrets, restricting, 19:111
America Invents Act, Patent Act, 19:120.30
annotations
arbitration, 19:168
art, 19:169
crimes, 19:170, 19:171
electronic filing, 19:172
electronic fund transfer, 19:173
employment, states and noncompetition covenants, 19:174
evidence, 19:156
exports, 19:175
games, 19:157
government contracting, 19:176
international, 19:158, 19:177, 19:178
COMPUTERS—Cont’d
Software—Cont’d
annotations—Cont’d
music, 19:159
patents, 19:160
reference, 19:155
releases, 19:161
robotics, 19:162
statutes, 19:168-19:178
tax, 19:163
television, 19:164
trade libel and disparagement, 19:165
trademarks, 19:166
trade secrets, 19:167
Appendix C: software service agreement, 19:51
arbitration, 19:168
art, 19:169
Berne convention, 19:118
complaints
copyright infringement,
Internet file sharing service for download of digital files of motion pictures, sound recordings and musical compositions, 19:143
Internet business method patent infringement, 19:151
patent infringement, 19:120.70, 19:151
uniform domain name dispute resolution proceeding (WIPO), 19:145
Yahoo v. Facebook, patent infringement, 19:120.70
computer program practices, 19:133
consumer products, office report, 19:120.90
copyright
audiovisual works and programs, 19:147, 19:148
Circulars (this index)

COMPUTERS—Cont’d
Software—Cont’d
copyright—Cont’d
fees, 19:139
protection, generally, 19:112-19:117
registration for automated databases, 19:136, 19:146
regulations, 19:117
report on software-enabled consumer products, 19:120.90
course of conduct, copyright protection, 19:119
crimes, 19:170, 19:171
Cyber Diplomacy Act of 2017, 19:145.50
declaring what is trade secret, 19:112
development of software, agreement, 19:130
digital document time stamping, patent, 19:154
disparagement, 19:128
display system, patent, 19:153
distribution agreement, 19:41
license agreement and support authorization, 19:45
DMCA Website Notice of Designated Agent, 19:144
electronic filing, 19:172
fund transfer, 19:173
employment agreements
programming, 19:129
technical employees, 19:124, 19:125
states and noncompetition covenants, 19:174
evidence, 19:156
exclusive license, publishing agreement, 19:43
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Tax, 19:102, 19:163
Television and Radio (this index)
Terminals, 19:7
Thomson Reuters privacy statement, 19:268.10
Trade libel and disparagement, 19:104, 19:165
Trademarks, 19:105, 19:166
Translations and machine-readable programs, 19:16
Turnkey agreement, 19:50, 19:65
Videotex, 19:264
Virus guidelines for employees, 19:58
Webcasting agreement, 19:83.90
Website-blocking order, request for, 19:39.50
Work for hire agreement, 19:49
Yahoo v. Facebook, complaint for patent infringement, 19:120.70
Youtube, terms of service, 19:268.70
Zillow, terms of use, 19:268.60

CONFIDENTIALITY—Cont’d
Ideas and idea submission, disclosure agreement, 7:59, 20:61
Internet, nondisclosure agreement - information used in connection with web site design, 19:68
Newsgathering, constitutional issues, 4:26.90, 4:27, 4:27.50
Newspapers annotations, breach of promise of, 14:47
breach of promise, 14:47

CONFUSING MARKS
Trademark and unfair competition, 2:95

CONNECTICUT
Artists, protection of rights of, 16:107

CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
Abortion, statute limiting protesting near abortion clinics is unconstitutional, First Amendment, 4:33.95
Absolute immunities, 4:13
Access to information, newsgathering, 4:23-4:26
Actual malice, 4:5, 4:11
Advocacy or incitement, Morse v. Frederick, 4:33.50
Animal cruelty depictions, 4:31.70
Beards, prison policy, Holt v. Hobbs, 4:22.70
California Resale Royalty Act declared unconstitutional, 16:128
Child pornography, 4:31, 4:31.30
Commercial speech, 4:10
Communications Decency Act a failure to warn, Doe v. Internet Brands, 4:16.80
collateral censorship and the limits of intermediary immunity, 4:16.90
effective April 11, 2018, 4:16.70
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CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
—Cont’d
Community standard and Internet, 4:29.70
Computer video games, new categories of unprotected speech, 4:31.90
Confidentiality, newsgathering, 4:26.90, 4:27, 4:27.50
Copyright restoration of public domain works, 1:42.50
Defamation (this index)
Depictions of animal cruelty, 4:31.70
Due process, obscenity, 4:29.50
18 U.S.C.A. § 1464 void for vagueness, 4:30.30
Electronic republishing, 4:16.50
False statements, First Amendment protection, 4:33.70
FCC
obscenity, FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 4:30.30
statement of enforcement policy regarding indecency, 7:87
Fiction, 4:20
First Amendment (this index)
Foreign judgments, 4:21
Freedom of Information Acts, 4:26
Holt v. Hobbs, beards, prison policy, 4:22.70
Immunities, 4:13
Incitement and Internet, 4:32
Internet cases, Internet (this index) publications and "shield laws," 4:27.50
Jian Zhang v. Baido.com, search engines, China, blocking, 4:26.50
Judicial proceedings and records, access to, 4:24
Jurisdiction, 4:17
Lanham Act, trademarks and unfair competition, 2:11.35, 4:22.95

CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
—Cont’d
Libel
generally, 4:2
counseling checklist, 4:22
Live music performances, 1:42.70
Miller Test for obscenity, 4:29
Neutral reportage, 4:15
Newsgathering
access to information, 4:23-4:26
confidentiality, 4:27
John Bolton book, 4:27.50
Freedom of Information Acts, 4:26
judicial proceedings and records, 4:24
places, access to, 4:25
public documents, access to, 4:26
qualified privilege, 4:27
Obscenity
child pornography, 4:31, 4:31.30
community standard, 4:29.70
due process, 4:29.50
18 U.S.C.A. § 1464 void for vagueness as applied, 4:30.30
F.C.C. v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 4:30.30
FCC Statement of Enforcement policy regarding indecency claims, 7:87
First Amendment (this index)
historical background, 4:28
incitement, 4:32
Internet cases, 4:29.70, 4:30.50, 4:32
Miller Test, 4:29
offensive material, 4:30, 4:30.50
plays, first class stage productions, 11:18
pornography, 4:31, 4:31.30
regulation of nonobscene offensive material, 4:30, 4:30.50
CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
—Cont’d
Obscenity—Cont’d
Rice v. Paladin Enterprises, Inc., 4:33
sex-offender law, 4:30.70
United States v. Kilbride, 4:29.70
virtual child pornography, 4:31.30
“Of and concerning” the plaintiff, 4:4
Offensive material, nonobscene, 4:30, 4:30.50
Opinions, defamation, 4:12
Phone tower, locality denial, 4:22.90
Places, access to, 4:25
Plays, first class stage productions, 11:13
Pornography
generally, 4:31, 4:31.30
condom mandate, 4:31.10
Prison policy, beards, Holt v. Hobbs, 4:22.70
Private individuals, 4:9
Privilege, 4:27
Protests at funeral, 4:33.30
Public
documents, access to, 4:26
domain works, 1:42.50
figures, 4:8
officials, 4:6, 4:7
Publicity and privacy rights, student athletes, video games, 3:17.50
Qualified privilege, 4:27
Rice v. Paladin Enterprises, Inc., 4:33
Service provider liability, 4:16.50
Sex-offender law in violation of free speech, 4:30.70
“Shield laws” and Internet publications, 4:27.50
“Son of Sam” laws, 4:22.30, 4:22.50

CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
—Cont’d
Statutes
free speech violation by state
sex-offender law, 4:30.70
limiting protesting near abortion
clinics is unconstitutional,
First Amendment, 4:33.95
obscenity, 18 U.S.C.A. § 1464
void for vagueness as
applied, 4:30.30
UK Defamation Act, 4:35
T-Mobile, South, LLC v. City of Roswell, Georgia, phone tower
denial, 4:22.90
Trademark and unfair competition
generally, 2:111, 2:112
Matal v. Tam, 2:11.35, 4:22.95
UK Defamation Act, 4:35
United States v. Stevens, depictions
of animal cruelty, 4:31.70
Virtual child pornography, 4:31.30
Washington Personality Rights Act
challenged on constitutional
grounds, 3:18.30

CONSTRUCTION
General clause, 21:23
Short form, 21:22

CONSTRUCTIVE NOTICE
Trademark and unfair competition, 2:13

CONTESTS
Books, novel prize, 5:226
Photographs, 12:56, 12:57

CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS
Advertising, 13:17, 13:26
Agency and Agency Agreements
(this index)
Art Work (this index)
Assignments (this index)
Bills of Sale (this index)
International Distribution Agree-
ments (this index)
INDEX

CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS—Cont’d
Magazines, 15:4
Merchandising License Agreements (this index)
Motion pictures, computers, 19:238
Trade Book Publications (this index)

COOPERATION
Art work, contracts, 16:14

CO-PUBLISHING
Paperbacks, 5:132

COPYRIGHT
Generally, 1:1-1:118.50
Academic and research libraries, fair use, 1:114.60
Actual damages, 1:53
Ad interim, 5:136
Aereo and public performance, 1:7.50
Allen v. Cooper, 1:5.90
Annotations
applicability
fixation requirement, 1:59
originality, 1:60
preemption, 1:58
cartoon characters, 1:95
characters, 1:95
Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), 1:87.30, 1:87.50
duration, 1:62
exclusive rights
generally, 1:66
derivative works, 1:68
display of work, 1:71
distribution and sale of copies, 1:69
public performance, 1:70
reproduce in copies, 1:67
fair use
amount and substantiality of use of underlying work, 1:75

COPYRIGHT—Cont’d
Annotations—Cont’d
fair use—Cont’d
effect on market, 1:76
Fair Use Checklist, 1:87.90
First Amendment, 1:92
nature of copyrighted work, 1:74
purpose and character of use, 1:73
formalities
deposit, 1:80
jurisdiction, 1:83
manufacturing clause, 1:78
notice, 1:79
publication, 1:81
registration, 1:82
termination of transfers, 1:77
idea/expression distinction, 1:61
infringement, proof of, 1:86
journals, 1:94
lectures, 1:96
letters, 1:96
liability, secondary, 1:86.50
management information, 1:87.10
newsletters, 1:94
ownership
joint works, 1:64
transfers, 1:65
works for hire, 1:63
parody, 1:91
remedies
attorney’s fees, 1:89
damages, 1:88
prejudgment interest, 1:90
safe harbor, DMCA, 1:87.50
secondary liability, 1:86.50
sovereign immunity, 1:87
speeches, 1:96
standing, 1:85
textbooks, 1:93
venue, 1:84
Visual Artists Rights Act (VARA), 1:97.70
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COPYRIGHT—Cont’d
Anticircumvention cases, Digital
Millennium Copyright Act of
1998, 1:50
Applicability
fixation requirement, 1:59
originality, 1:60
preemption, 1:58
AP v. Meltwater, 1:31.90, 14:2.50
Art Work (this index)
Assignments
generally, 20:9 -20:13
individual to corporation, assign-
ment from, 20:11
licenses, reservation of, 20:12
notice of transfer of copyright
ownership, 20:18, 20:19
old corporation to newly formed
corporation, assignment
from, 20:10
Athlete tattoos, video games, 1:5.65
Attorney’s fees, 1:55, 1:55.30, 1:89
Audio Home Recording Act,
1:56.50
Audiovisual performances, Beijing
Treaty, App A11
Author’s Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust,
1:31.70, 5:10.30
Author’s Guild v. Google (this
index)
Availability as “distribution,”
1:42.90
Banana costume copyrightable,
1:5.60
Bankruptcy, 1:24
Batmobile, sufficiently distinctive,
1:36.90
Beijing Treaty, audiovisual perfor-
mancess, App A11
Bench trial, 1:85.70
Berne Convention
generally, App A3
Contracting Parties for Protection
of Literary and Artistic
Works, App A4

COPYRIGHT—Cont’d
Blurred Lines infringement on Got
to Give It Up, 1:115.50
Books (this index)
Cable television works, unautho-
ized copying and retransmis-
sion by website, infringement
complaint, 7:86.50
California
public performance, 1:7.90,
9:11.90
Resale Royalty Act
case annotation, 1:97.50
preemption, 1:4.50, 16:105.50
Cambridge University Press v.
Albert
e-books, 5:290
Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc.
(“Pretty Woman”), 1:26
Capital Records v. Thomas, 1:42.90
Capitol Records, LLC v. Vimeo,
LLC, 1:50.60
Cartoon characters, 1:95
Characters, 1:95
Circulars (this index)
CLASSICS Act, pending legisla-
tion, 1:118
Complaints
Alexander & Song LLC v.
Koons, declaratory judg-
ments, 16:92.50
cable television works, unautho-
ized copying and retransmis-
sion by website, infringement, 7:86.50
California Labor Code section
2855(a) violation, 7:86.70
declaratory judgment, 7:86.70,
16:92.50
DVDs, unauthorized reproduc-
tion, sale and distribution, 7:86
form, complaint for copyright
infringement, App C6
motion picture owners against
website, unauthorized copy-
ing and retransmission, 7:85
INDEX

COPYRIGHT—Cont’d
Complaints—Cont’d
motion picture studio against file sharing website, infringement, 6:113.50
musical composition, unauthorized use, 1:110.50
publisher against electronic or digital book website, 1:110
sound recording, unauthorized use, 1:110.50
television performances and broadcasts unauthorized, infringement, 7:86
television show owners against website, unauthorized copying and retransmission, 7:85
video cassettes, unauthorized reproduction, sale and distribution, 7:86
Compulsory licenses
musical compositions, 1:32.50, 1:32.70
ring tones, 1:32.70, 8:2.50
Computers (this index)
Constitutional challenges
live music performance, 1:42.70
public domain works, 1:42.50
Continuation sheet for form
Application RE, 1:107
Form VA, 1:102
Copyright
Act of 1909, 1:117, App A2
Act of 1976
generally, 1:116
preemption, Resale Royalty Act, 1:45.0, 16:105.50
Compendium Chapter 300, 1:112
Office
Circulars (this index)
fee schedule, 1:109.50, 1:109.60
making available right, 1:113
priorities, 1:115.90

COPYRIGHT—Cont’d
Copyright—Cont’d
Office—Cont’d
report on software-enabled consumer products, 19:120.90
special projects, 1:115.90
Damages, 1:53, 1:54
Declaratory judgment
complaint for, Alexander & Song LLC v. Koons, 16:92.50
violation of California Labor Code section 2855(a), 7:86.70
Derivative works, 1:68
Design Piracy Prohibition Act, 1:114
Digital
cable television and copyright infringement, 1:36.30
Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) (this index)
economy, App A13
music, first sale doctrine, 1:9.70
single market, European Parliament and Council, directive on, App A10
technology, 1:30
Dryer v. NFL, right of publicity and film footage, 1:4.70, 3:24.50
Duration of protection
annotations, 1:62
Books (this index)
element of copyright, 1:9
increments of expression test, 1:9.30
renewal, termination of transfer or license covering extended renewal term, 1:23.50
Educational mass digitization,
Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, 1:31.70
Effective dates, Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, 1:49
Elements, 1:5-1:9.90
5 pointz VARA case, Castillo v. G & M Realty, 1:5.65
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COPYRIGHT—Cont’d
Elements, 1:5-1:9.90—Cont’d
athlete tattoos, video games, 1:5.65
Castillo v. G & M Realty, 1:5.65
Google v. Oracle, 1:5.20
software interface, copyrightability, 1:5.20
Solid Oak Sketches v. 2K Games, 1:5.65
sovereign immunity, 1:5.80
Eligibility for restoration of copyright, 1:38
Encryption research, Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, 1:51
European Copyright Code (Wittem Project), 1:115.80
European Parliament and Council, directive on digital single market, App A10
European Union, copyright
digital single market, App A15
directive, App A8
rights in third countries, App A14
Exclusive rights
generally, 1:66
annotations, above
copyright holder, 1:3, 1:4
derivative works, 1:68
display of work, 1:71
distribution and sale of copies, 1:69
limitations on, 1:25-1:36.50
public performance, 1:70
reproduce in copies, 1:67
Existing derivative works, 1:41
Expression, 1:8
Fair Play Fair Pay Act, 1:115.65
Fair use
generally, 1:25-1:31.95, 1:72
academic and research libraries, 1:114.60
amount and substantiality of use of underlying work, 1:75

COPYRIGHT—Cont’d
Fair use—Cont’d
annotations, above
Author’s Guild v. Google (this index)
children’s edition, Penguin
Random House LLC v. Colt-
ing, 1:31.40, 5:9.50
documents included in patent applications, 1:31.30
Dr. Suess Enter. v. ComicMix,
LLC., 1:31.80, 2:52.75
educational mass digitization, 1:31.70
effect on market, 1:76
Fair Use Checklist, 1:87.90
“family friendly” copies of motion pictures, fair use and unauthorized preparation and distribution of, 1:31.50
First Amendment, 1:92
“Happy Birthday to You,” public domain, 1:36.80
index, form, 1:109.90
legal briefs, westlaw, 1:31.95
motion pictures, 1:31.50, 6:124
nature of copyrighted work, 1:74
news aggregators, AP v. Meltwater, 1:31.90, 14:2.50
purpose and character of use, 1:73
takedown notice, DMCA, 1:50.70
transformative use, 1:31.10
USPTO position on fair use of copies of NPL made in patent examination, 1:111.30
“We Shall Overcome,” public domain, 1:36.85
“Who’s on first?,” 1:31.20
“family friendly” copies of motion pictures, fair use and unauthorized preparation and distribution of, 1:31.50
Fees, copyright office fee schedule, 1:109.50, 1:109.60
INDEX
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Filesharing, 1:115.30, 8:5.70
First Sale Doctrine, 1:9.60, 1:9.70
Fixation, 1:6
Flo & Eddie, Inc. v.
    Pandora Media, Inc., 1:7.90, 9:11.90
    Sirius XM Radio, Inc., 1:7.70, 9:11.70
Foreign copyright, restoration of, 1:37-1:42.90
Formalities
    annotations, above deposit, 1:80
    jurisdiction, 1:83
    manufacturing clause, 1:78
    notice, 1:79
    publication, 1:81
    registration, 1:82
    termination of transfers, 1:77
Forms
    fair use index, 1:109.90
    fees of copyright office, 1:109.50
    GATT, 1:108
    GATT/GRP, 1:109
    G/DN (Group Daily Newspapers), 1:105
    PA, 1:99
    RE, 1:106, 1:107
    SE, 1:103
    SE/Group, 1:104
    sound records, notice of use under statutory license, 1:109.70
    SR, 1:100
    TX, 1:98
    VA, 1:101, 1:102
Fourth Estate Public Benefit Corp v. Wall-Street.com, 1:9.55
GATT Implementation Bill, restoration, 1:37
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), 1:108, 1:109
Georgia State University Copyright Infringement case, 5:290

COPYRIGHT—Cont’d
Gloucester Place Music Ltd. v. Le Bon et al., 1:23.70
Google books, Author’s Guild v. Google, 5:194.70
Got to Give It Up, Blurred Lines infringement on, 1:115.50
Grooveshark liability, filesharing, 1:115.30, 8:5.70
“Happy Birthday to You,” public domain, 1:36.80
Human hands, copyrightable work must be made by, 1:10.50
Idea/expression distinction, 1:61
Increments of expression test, duration of protection, 1:9.30
Independent copyrightable contribution, 1:18
Independently aesthetic, Star Athletica, L.L.C. v. Varsity Brands, Inc., 1:5.50
Individual ownership, 1:10
Infringement
    Blurred Lines infringement on Got to Give It Up, 1:115.50
    cable television works, complaint for unauthorized copying and retransmission by website, 7:86.50
    digital cable television, 1:36.30
    DVDs, complaint for unauthorized reproduction, sale and distribution, 7:86
    form, complaint for copyright infringement, App C6
    innocent infringement, 1:55.50
    limitation of actions, laches, 1:9.90
    magic acts, 1:36.70
    motion picture studio, file sharing website, 6:113.50
    music
        musical compositions, file sharing website, 8:49.70
        sampling, 1:32.30
    on-line bulletin board service (BBS), “volitional
COPYRIGHT—Cont’d
Infringement—Cont’d conduct,” 1:7.60
Perfect 10, Inc. v. Giganews, Inc., 1:7.60
proof of, 1:86
restored copyright, 1:40
television performances and broadcasts unauthorized, complaint, 7:86
radio, infringement complaints, 7:85-7:86.70
show owners against website, complaint for unauthorized copying and retransmission, 7:85
trade book publications, infringement suit by publisher, 5:62-5:64
Twilight lawsuit: Summit Ent. LLC v. Markson, 2:141.50
video cassettes, complaint for unauthorized reproduction, sale and distribution, 7:86
“volitional conduct,” on-line bulletin board service (BBS), 1:7.60
Williams v. Bridgeport Music, 1:115.50
Injunctions, 1:52, 1:90.50, 6:113.50, 8:49.70
Innocent infringement, 1:55.50
Intent to be joint authors, 1:19
International issues
American authors abroad, protection, 5:135
books, ad interim copyright, 5:136
International Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, 5:134
scope of U.S. protection publishing issues, 5:133
Interviews, 1:97
Joint works, 1:15-1:19.30
Journals, 1:94

COPYRIGHT—Cont’d
Judicial legislation, statutory misinterpretation, 1:19.30
Jury trial, 1:85.70
Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., factors to be considered in awarding attorneys’ fees, 1:55.30
Laches, infringement, 1:9.90
Law choice, termination of grant, 1:23.70
Law review articles, 1:57
Lectures, 1:96
Legal briefs, westlaw, fair use, 1:31.95
Letters, 1:96
Liability, secondary, 1:86.50
Libraries, fair use in academic and research libraries, 1:114.60
Licenses compulsory licenses, above termination, 1:24
Limitation of actions, laches, infringement, 1:9.90
Limitations on exclusive rights, 1:25-1:36.50
Magic acts, infringement, 1:36.70
Making available right, U.S. Copyright Office, 1:113
Management information, annotations, 1:87.10
Maria A. Pallante, is removed, promoted and then resigns, 1:115.70
Marrakesh Treaty, 1:116.70, App A12
Mechanical Licenses (this index)
Mechanical licensing collective, 1:116.55
royalties, 1:116.60
Merchandising license agreements, 13A:3
Moral rights, 1:34
COPYRIGHT—Cont’d
Motion pictures, 1:31.50, 6:119, 6:121-6:123
Museums, WIPO guide, managing intellectual property, 16:130
Music
Licensing and Ownership Act, pending legislation, 1:118.50
marketplace, recording and manufacturing, 9:66
Music and Musical Compositions (this index)
Music Modernization Act
notices of Nonblanket Activity, data collection and Delivery Efforts, usage and payment, 1:116.65
Orrin G. Hatch / Bob Goodlatte, 1:116.50, 9:3.50
Music Videos (this index)
Naruto v. Slater, human hands, copyrightable work must be made by, 1:10.50
New media, 1:33
News aggregators, AP v. Meltwater, 1:31.90, 14:2.50
Newsfootage, 1:31
Newsletters, 1:94
Newspapers, infringement, 14:48
New York, public performance, 1:7.70, 9:11.70
1909 Act
Joint works made under, 1:16
works for hire made under, 1:12
1976 Act
generally, 1:4, 1:116
joint works under, 1:17
preemption, Resale Royalty Act, 1:4.50, 16:105.50
works for hire made under, 1:13
Ninth Circuit, Skidmore v. Led Zeppelin, reverse and remand, 1:5.70
Notice
generally, 5:264
use of sound recordings under statutory license, 1:109.70
On-line
bulletin board service (BBS), infringement, 1:7.60
copyright infringement, 1:7.60, 1:36
copyright liability limitation, Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, 1:45
Original design protection, Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, 1:48
Originality, 1:5
Orrin G. Hatch / Bob Goodlatte
Music Modernization Act, 1:116.50, 9:3.50
Ownership
generally, 1:10-1:19.50
annotations, above human hands, copyrightable work must be made by, 1:10.50
joint works, 1:64
restored copyrights, 1:39
transfers, 1:65
Twitter material, 1:36.50
works for hire, 1:63
Parody and fair use, 1:26-1:28, 1:91
Patent examination, USPTO position on fair use of copies of NPL made in patent examination, 1:111.30
Pending legislation, 1:118, 1:118.50
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Copyright
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magic acts, infringement, 1:36.70
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copyright, 11:14
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specific, 11:9
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11:19
publicity, right of, 11:22
public performance, 11:20
release of motion picture, 11:21
theatre licensing, 11:23
Interstate commerce, first class
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Joint authorship, annotation, 11:68
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ment, 1:36.70
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tions, 11:18
Off-Broadway stage productions
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Photography of performance, first
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Playwrights Licensing Relief Act of
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Production costs, financing, 11:44
Publicity, right of, 11:22, 11:69
Public performance, first class stage
productions, 11:20
Regulation, financing, 11:50
Release of motion picture, first class
stage productions, 11:21
Rental of scenery, agreement for,
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Road shows
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booking agreement, 11:28, 11:29
Running expenses, financing, 11:45
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Stock and amateur productions
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grant of
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Copyright, 1:26
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PRIVILEGE
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Newspapers, 14:57
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Copyright, 1:53
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Short form, 20:43
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PROOF
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PROOFS
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Abortion clinics, statute limiting protesting near, 4:33.95
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Advertising (this index)
Computers (this index)
Copyright, 1:7
Magazines (this index)
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PUBLIC DOMAIN WORKS
Books, 5:265
“Happy Birthday to You,” 1:36.80
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“We Shall Overcome,” 1:36.85
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Exception to right of publicity, 3:17.30
Newspapers, libel, 14:34

PUBLICITY AND PRIVACY RIGHTS—Cont’d
Amazon
children’s voices, recording of with parental consent, lawsuits against Amazon, 3:12.10
class action complaint and demand for jury trial, Washington, Alexa, 3:12.20, 3:12.30

Annotations
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descendibility, 3:26
Lanham Act, 3:29
look-alikes, 3:27
misappropriation of persona or identity, 3:28
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Internet
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Computers, 19:102, 19:163
Motion pictures, distribution of, 6:58
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Music and musical compositions, rider, 8:46.70
TECHNOLOGY, EDUCATION AND COPYRIGHT HARMONIZATION ACT (TEACH)
Books, 5:170
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Hurvitz v. Zoom Video Communications, 3:15.50
TELEPHONE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
Text messages, automated, Marks v. Crunch San Diego, LLC, 3:15.70
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TELEPHONE MUSIC
ASCAP, telephone music service license agreement, 8:81
Music-on-hold license agreement, 8:90

TELEVISION AND RADIO
Generally, 7:1-7:92
Acquisition of rights in material
Broadway produced play, 7:5
cable retransmission
generally, 7:9, 7:10
dramatic material, 7:3, 7:4
forms
Broadway produced play, 7:5
cable retransmission, 7:9, 7:10
dramatic material, 7:3, 7:4
literary material, 7:3, 7:4
satellite retransmission, 7:7, 7:8
home video rights, 7:6
literary material, 7:3, 7:4
program license agreement,
7:6.30
satellite retransmission, 7:7, 7:8
tie-ins, 7:2
Aereo, 1:7.50, 7:2.50
Animated series, 7:33, 7:40
Art work, instructions and rate schedules for use of visual works on public television, 16:75.50
ASCAP, local station blanket radio license term, 8:74
AT&T, purchase of Time Warner, 7:78.50
Books, option for acquisition of material, 7:14, 7:15
Broadcasting facilities
generally, 7:41-7:45
broadcast/recording contract,
7:45.50
charges, 7:41

TELEVISION AND RADIO
—Cont’d
Broadcasting facilities—Cont’d
children’s television obligations of digital television broadcasters, 7:90
solicitation of advertising contracts for radio station,
7:80
studio production agreement,
7:45
Broadway produced play, 7:5
Cable retransmission
generally, 7:9, 7:10
Charles v. Seinfeld, 7:86.70
Children’s programs, limits on commercial advertising during, 7:91
television obligations of digital television broadcasters, 7:90
Comedians in cars getting coffee, 7:86.70
Computers
annotations, 19:249-19:251
cases, 19:251
legal issues, 19:248
periodicals, 19:249
references, 19:250
software, 19:164
Continuity series, 7:38, 7:39
Copyright
Aereo, 1:7.50
Charles v. Seinfeld, 7:86.70
comedians in cars getting coffee, 7:86.70
infringement complaints, 7:85
-7:86.70
Delivery of subscription video on demand, license agreement,
7:53.50
Distribution agreements
television
distribution, 7:37
exhibition of motion picture,
7:52, 7:53
TELEVISION AND RADIO
—Cont’d
Distribution agreements—Cont’d
television—Cont’d
program, 7:79
theatrical exhibition of motion picture, 7:52
video distribution of made-for-television miniseries or motion picture, 7:78
Documents of Federal Communications Commission (FCC), 7:87-7:92
Employment
generally, 7:18-7:27
forms
freelance writer agreement, 7:25
movie of the week writer’s agreement, 7:25.50
on-air personality, 7:27
script writer agreement, 7:23 -7:25.50
solicitation of advertising by radio station representative, 7:80
talk show, agreement to appear on, 7:26
television performer agreement, 7:21, 7:22
works for hire, television movie of the week writer’s agreement, 7:25.50
freelance writer agreement, 7:25
movie of the week writer’s agreement, 7:25.50
on-air personality, 7:27
script writer agreement, 7:23 -7:25.50
talk show, agreement to appear on, 7:26
television performer agreement, 7:21, 7:22
works for hire, television movie of the week writer’s agreement, 7:25.50

FCC
children’s television obligations of digital television broadcasters, 7:90
FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 7:89
limits on commercial advertising during children’s programs, 7:91
Mission Statement 2015-2018, 7:78.30
order and consent decree, 7:88
Satellite Home Viewer Extension and Reauthorization Act of 2004, 7:92
statement of enforcement policy regarding indecency claims, 7:87

Forms
acquisition of rights in material Broadway produced play, 7:5
cable retransmission, 7:9, 7:10
dramatic material, 7:3, 7:4
literary material, 7:3, 7:4
satellite retransmission, 7:7, 7:8
broadcasting facilities, 7:42 -7:45.50, 7:80
copyright infringement complaints, 7:85 -7:86.70
customer privacy notice, 19:83.30
delivery of subscription video on demand, license agreement, 7:53.50
formula for computing percentage compensation, 7:84
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—Cont’d
Forms—Cont’d
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distribution agreements, 7:52,
    7:53
license agreement, 7:51
movie of the week writer’s agreement, 7:25.50
on-air personality agreement, 7:27
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books, 7:14, 7:15
novels, 7:14
pilot agreement, 7:17
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security interest, 7:16
short stories, 7:15
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distribution agreement, 7:37
package agreement, 7:34 -7:36
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right-of-privacy release, 7:81
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script writer agreement, 7:23
-7:25.50
talk show, agreement to appear on, 7:26
television performer agreement, 7:21, 7:22
Freelance writer agreement, 7:25
Ideas and Idea Submission (this index)
Infomercials (this index)
Joint venture agreement, television program and all related rights, 7:37.50
License agreements, 7:51, 7:53.50

TELEVISION AND RADIO
—Cont’d
Limits on commercial advertising during children’s programs, 7:91
Made-for-television miniseries, video distribution agreement, 7:78
Miscellaneous agreements, 7:87-7:92
Mission Statement 2015-2018, FCC, 7:78.30
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distribution agreements, 7:52, 7:53
forms
distribution agreements, 7:52, 7:53
letter agreements, 7:53.70
license agreements, 7:51
streaming video, educational use, 7:53.70
license agreements, 7:51
Movie of the week writer’s agreement, 7:25.50

Music and Musical Compositions (this index)
Novels, option for acquisition of material, 7:14
On-air personality agreement, 7:27
Option for acquisition of material generally, 7:11
agreement, 6:31
forms
books, 7:14, 7:15
novel, 7:14
pilot agreement, 7:17
plays, 7:13
security interest, 7:16
short stories, 7:15
procedure, 7:12
Order and consent decree, 7:88
Package shows, 7:31
TELEVISION AND RADIO
—Cont’d
Packaging and producing generally, 7:28-7:40
animated series, 7:33, 7:40
continuity series, 7:38, 7:39
costs, 7:28
distribution agreement, 7:37
forms
animated series, 7:40
continuity series, 7:38, 7:39
distribution agreement, 7:37
joint venture agreement, 7:37.50
package agreement, 7:34-7:36
joint venture agreement, television program and all related rights, 7:37.50
package agreement, 7:34-7:36
package shows, 7:31
producers, 7:29
step development deals, 7:30
Periodicals, computers, 19:249
Pilot agreement, 7:17
Plays, option for acquisition of material, 7:13
Producers, 7:29
Program license agreement, 7:6.30
References, computers, 19:250
Satellite Home Viewer Extension and Reauthorization Act of 2004, 7:92
Script writer agreement, 7:23, 7:25.50
Security interest, 7:16
Short stories, option for acquisition of material, 7:15
Solicitation of advertising contracts for radio station, 7:80
Step development deals, 7:30
Streaming
copyright, 1:7.50
video, educational use, 7:53.70
Subscription video on demand, license agreement for delivery, 7:53.50
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—Cont’d
Subsidiary rights, 5:101
Talk show, agreement to appear on, 7:26
Television performer agreement, 7:21, 7:22
Tie-ins, 7:2
Time Warner, purchase by AT&T, 7:78.50
Trade book publications, subsidiary rights, 5:101
Works for hire, television movie of the week writer’s agreement, 7:25.50

TELLER v. DOGGE
Copyright, magic acts, infringement, 1:36.70

TENNESSEE
Publicity and privacy rights, statutes, 3:57

TERMINALS
Computers, 19:7

TERMINATION
Grants. Copyright (this index)
Photographer/agent relationship, 12:17

TERMS OF SERVICE OR USE
Interactive media
agreement for terms of use of “cloud,” 19:269.70, 19:269.90
Mobile apps, terms of use and service agreements, 19:83.70

TEXAS
Publicity and privacy rights, statutes, 3:58

TEXTBOOKS
Books, 5:164-5:169
Copyright, 1:93, 5:10.50
First sale doctrine, 5:10.50
TEXTING
Publicity and privacy rights, 3:13.50

TEXT MESSAGING
Automated, Telephone Consumer Protection Act, Marks v. Crunch San Diego, LLC, 3:15.70

THEATRICAL RELEASE DATES
Motion pictures, 6:9

“THE WIND DONE GONE”, (SUNTRUST BANK v. HOUGHTON MIFFLIN CO.)
Copyright, 1:27

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS
Art work, contracts, 16:18
Music Videos (this index)

TICKETMASTER LLC v. PRESTIGE ENTERTAINMENT WEST, INC.
Secondary copyright liability, 1:36.40

TIE-INS
Electronic publishing, 5:186, 5:187

TIFFANY v. eBay, INC.
Trademarks and unfair competition, infringement, 2:52.70

TIME AND DATES
Art work, contracts, 16:6

TIME OF ESSENCE
General clause, 21:79
Short form, 21:78

TIME WARNER
AT&T, purchase by, 7:78.50

T-MOBILE, SOUTH, LLC v. CITY OF ROSWELL, GEORGIA
Constitutional issues, phone tower denial, 4:22.90

TRADE BOOK PUBLICATIONS
Generally, 5:13-5:122
Accounting and payment, 5:16, 5:17
Advance, 5:20, 5:21
Advertisements, insertion of, 5:65, 5:66
Agency, 5:22-5:24
Agreement for book publication, Random House form, 5:14
Author/publisher agreement, 5:122
Book club, subsidiary rights, 5:98, 5:100
Book tour for promotion, 5:113
Clauses
generally, 5:15-5:122
accounting and payment, 5:16-5:19
additions of publisher, author not responsible for, indemnity of author, 5:42
advance, 5:20, 5:21
advertisements, insertion of, 5:65, 5:66
agency, 5:22-5:24
approval of author, subsidiary rights, 5:105
assignment by author, 5:26, 5:27
publisher, 5:25
audit, publisher to pay for audit if errors substantial, 5:18
author
next work, no competitive work, 5:75
not responsible for publisher’s additions, indemnity of author, 5:42
publisher agreement, 5:122
auxiliary material, delivery of manuscript, 5:51
book
club, subsidiary rights, 5:98, 5:100
tour for promotion, 5:113
TRADE BOOK PUBLICATIONS
—Cont’d
Clauses—Cont’d
changes, textual, approved by author, 5:112
co-authors, 5:44, 5:45
completed manuscript, publisher’s options, delivery of manuscript, 5:54
computer programs, subsidiary rights, 5:103
contracts, 5:28, 5:49, 5:82, 5:119, 5:120
copies for author, 5:28
copyright
generally, 5:48, 5:62-5:64
infringement suit by publisher, 5:62-5:64
corporate author, 5:116
customer and printer, general contract between, 5:120
deductible, author’s share of, insurance of author, 5:69
default of publisher, 5:83, 5:84
delayed payments, royalties, 5:94
definition of “author,” co-authors, 5:45
delivery of manuscript, 5:49-5:56
derivative works, no competitive work, 5:76
distributor, contract with, 5:119
drafts of author, author’s representations or warranties, 5:33
dramatic, subsidiary rights, 5:108
ditions, revised, 5:92, 5:93
editorial comment of publisher, delivery of manuscript, 5:56
electronic, subsidiary rights, 5:104
film strips, subsidiary rights, 5:103
first draft, publisher’s options, delivery of manuscript, 5:54

TRADE BOOK PUBLICATIONS
—Cont’d
Clauses—Cont’d
force majeure, 5:57
foreign publication rights, 5:58, 5:59, 5:61
general form, 5:117
ghostwriter clause, 5:60
hire, work made for, 5:121
indemnity of author, 5:37-5:43
insurance of author, 5:67-5:69
investigation of publisher, 5:34, 5:41
licenses, previously granted, termination of contract, 5:111
likeness of author, 5:29, 5:30
loss of manuscript, 5:70, 5:71
manuscript
delivery of, 5:49-5:56
loss of, 5:70
review of by publisher, author’s representations or warranties, 5:35, 5:36
moneys due from author, 5:72
motion picture, subsidiary rights, 5:101
name of author, 5:29, 5:30
no competitive work, 5:73-5:76
no confidential source, author’s representations or warranties, 5:32
notes of author, author’s representations or warranties, 5:33
publishing agreement, 5:118
royalty statement, information to be included in, 5:19
Co-authors, 5:44, 5:45
Computer programs, subsidiary rights, 5:103
Contracts
distributor, 5:119
printer and customer, between, 5:120
TRADE BOOK PUBLICATIONS
—Cont’d
Contracts—Cont’d
publication, delivery of manuscript, 5:49
publisher with others, 5:82
Copyright
generally, 5:48, 5:62 -5:64
infringement suit by publisher, 5:62 -5:64
Corporate author, 5:116
Default of publisher, 5:83, 5:84
Delivery of manuscript, 5:49 -5:56
Derivative works, no competitive work, 5:76
Distributor, contract with, 5:119
Drafts of author, author’s representations or warranties, 5:33
Dramatic, subsidiary rights, 5:108
Editions, revised, 5:92, 5:93
Editorial comment of publisher, delivery of manuscript, 5:56
Electronic, subsidiary rights, 5:104
Film strips, subsidiary rights, 5:103
Force majeure, 5:57
Foreign publication rights, 5:58, 5:59, 5:61
General business considerations, 5:13
General form, 5:117
Ghostwriter clauses, 5:60
Indemnity of author, 5:37 -5:43
Insurance of author, 5:67 -5:69
Investigation of publisher, 5:34, 5:41
Licenses, previously granted, termination of contract, 5:111
Likeness of author, 5:29, 5:30
Loss of manuscript, 5:70, 5:71
Manuscript
delivery of, 5:49 -5:56
loss of, 5:70
review of by publisher, author’s representations or warranties, 5:35, 5:36
TRADE BOOK PUBLICATIONS
—Cont’d
Moneys due from author, 5:72
Motion picture, subsidiary rights, 5:101
Name of author, 5:29, 5:30
No competitive work clauses, 5:73 -5:76
No confidential source, author’s representations or warranties, 5:32
Notes of author, author’s representations or warranties, 5:33
Obligation of publisher to publish, 5:85 -5:87
Option, 5:77 -5:79
Options of publisher, delivery of manuscript, 5:53, 5:54
Out-of-print provision, termination of contract, 5:109
Overstock of publisher, 5:88, 5:89
Paperback, subsidiary rights, 5:98
Pass-through of license fees of author, subsidiary rights, 5:106
Permissions, 5:80, 5:81
Previously granted licenses, termination of contract, 5:111
Printer and customer, general contract between, 5:120
Promotional tour by author, 5:113
Proofs, correction of, 5:46, 5:47
Publication contract, signing of, delivery of manuscript, 5:49
Publisher/author agreement, 5:122
Publishing agreement generally, 5:118
memorandum of, 5:115
Radio, subsidiary rights, 5:101
Random House agreement for book publication, 5:14
Recording, subsidiary rights, 5:101, 5:102
Reduction of royalties, 5:95
Remainders, 5:88, 5:89
TRADE BOOK PUBLICATIONS
—Cont’d
Representations of author, 5:31-5:36
Reprography, subsidiary rights, 5:103
Reservation of rights, 5:90, 5:91
Reserve for returns, royalties, 5:97
Review of manuscript by publisher, author’s representations or warranties, 5:35, 5:36
Revised editions, 5:92, 5:93
Royalties, 5:40, 5:94-5:97
Royalty-free transactions, 5:96
Satisfactory manuscript, delivery of manuscript, 5:55
Secondary publishing, subsidiary rights, 5:98
Settlement of suit, indemnity of author, 5:39
Slides, subsidiary rights, 5:103
Special investigation of publisher, special, indemnity of author, 5:41
Step-up provision, license fees, subsidiary rights, 5:107
Subsidiary rights, 5:98-5:108
Television, subsidiary rights, 5:101
Termination of contract, 5:109-5:111
Textual changes approved by author, 5:112
Theatrical, subsidiary rights, 5:101
Third parties, benefit extended to, indemnity of author, 5:43
Timeliness, delivery of manuscript, 5:50
Tour by author for promotion, 5:113
Transfer of rights, 5:114
Unsatisfactory manuscript, publisher’s options, delivery of manuscript, 5:52
Warranties of author, 5:31-5:33
Withholding of royalties, indemnity of author, 5:40
Work made for hire, 5:121

TRADE DRESS
Trademarks and Unfair Competition (this index)

TRADE LIBEL AND DISPARAGEMENT
Advertising, 13:36
Computers, 19:104, 19:165

TRADEMARK
COUNTERFEITING ACT
Trademark and unfair competition, 2:115

TRADEMARK ELECTRONIC APPLICATION SYSTEM (TEAS)
Trademarks and unfair competition, 2:136.60

TRADEMARK MODERNIZATION ACT
Trademarks and unfair competition, 2:144.50

TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION
Generally, 2:1-2:145
Abandonment of trademark, Maintenance and abandonment, below
Acquired distinctiveness, 2:101
Acquisition through use in general, 2:80
Advertising (this index)
Affidavits claiming incontestability, 2:35
continuing use, 2:34
Already, LCC v. Nike, Inc., infringement, 2:52.95
Amanda Blackhorse v. Pro-Football, Inc. vacated by Matal v. Tam, 2:11.30
Amendments, 2:85
Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act, 2:60, 2:61
Application and filing generally, 2:25-2:32.70
after filing, 2:29
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Application and filing—Cont’d
amendment to allege use, 2:133
applicants, 2:86
concurrent use proceedings, 2:31
contents of application, 2:25
domain names, 2:26.30
drawing of the mark, 2:27
time for opposing, 2:32.50
foreign application, 2:130
foreign registration, 2:131
fraud on Trademark Office, 2:32.70
intent to use, 2:129
International Trademark Classes under Nice Classification, 2:26.50
Nice classification, International Trademark Classes under, 2:26.50
notice of allowance, 2:30
opposition proceedings, 2:32
publication of mark, 2:30
renewal application, 2:138, 13:52
specimens of the mark, 2:28
time for opposing, 2:32.30, 2:32.50
Trademark Electronic Application System (TEAS) reformatted declarations, 2:136.60
use, based on, 2:128
written application, 2:26
Arbitrary and fanciful marks, 2:4
Art work, notices, 16:15
Assignments
  generally, 2:42, 2:79, 20:14, 20:15
  licenses, reservation of, 20:12
Attorney fees, 2:119.50
Attorney requirements, foreign applicants, 2:76.50
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Auction sites, counterfeit merchandise, 2:52.70
Banner ads, 2:62-2:65
B & B Hardware, Inc. v. Hargis Industries, Inc., 2:16.70, 2:50.50
Belmora LLC v. Bayer Consumer Care AG, 2:46.70
California, state parks, 2:147
California Racial Mascots Act, registration, 2:11.50
Categories of trademarks, 2:3-2:10
Classification of goods and services under the Trademark Act amendment to allege use, 2:133
application based on foreign application, 2:130
foreign registration, 2:131
intent to use, 2:129
use, 2:128
combined declaration of use/application for registration renewal, 2:138
copyright infringement of trademark and unfair competition, 2:139
uniform domain name resolution proceeding, 2:140
violation of state unfair trade practices law, 2:139.50
declaration of use generally, 2:135, 2:136.60, 2:138
incontestability, 2:136
domain names, 2:140
examination guide, 2:141
extension to file statement of use, 2:134
geographical indications for non-agricultural products, 2:145
goods, 2:126
infringement, 2:139
international schedule of classes, 2:126-2:144.70
TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION—Cont’d
Classification of goods and services under the Trademark Act—Cont’d
non-agricultural products, geographical indications, 2:145
renewal application, 2:137, 2:138
services, 2:127
state law violation, complaint, 2:139.50
statement of use, 2:132, 2:134
Color mark, distinctiveness of, 2:8.50
Complaints
infringement of trademark and unfair competition, 2:139, 2:139.50
state law violation, 2:139.50
uniform domain name resolution proceeding, 2:140
Computers, 19:105, 19:166
Confusing marks, 2:95
Constitutional issues, 2:11.35, 2:111, 2:112, 4:22.95
Constructive notice, 2:13
Corrections, 2:85
Counterfeit Goods Report, 2:144.70
Counterfeiting generally, 2:52.70, 2:73, 2:115, 2:144.90
H-D U.S.A., LLC v. SunFrog, LLC., 2:52.85
Covenant not to sue, 2:52.95
Cross reference table of commonly designated sections of Lanham Act and section numbers of U.S.C.A., 2:75
Cybersquatting, 2:118
Damages, 2:67, 2:119
Deceptive matter misdescriptive marks, 2:96
Deceptive matter, 2:94, 2:96, 2:97
Decisions, Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB), 2:24.50
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Declaration incontestability, 2:136
use, 2:135, 2:136, 2:136.60, 2:138
Defenses, 2:66-2:66.70, 2:114
Definition of trademark, 2:2
Descriptive marks, 2:6, 2:96, 2:97, 2:102
Design, color mark, 2:8.50
Destruction of infringing materials, 2:69
Diligent policing of marks, 2:41
Dilution advertising, complaint under Federal Trademark Act alleging dilution of famous mark by adult oriented domain name, 13:56
Federal Anti-Dilution Act, 2:117
Federal Trademark Dilution Act, 2:50
H-D U.S.A., LLC v. SunFrog, LLC., 2:52.85
internet dilution cases, 2:59-2:65.50
Twilight lawsuit: Summit Ent. LLC v. Markson, 2:141.50
Distinctive marks. Inherently distinctive marks, below
Domain names application and filing of trademarks consisting of domain names, 2:26.30
complaint for uniform domain name resolution proceeding, 2:140
cybersquatting, 2:118
Guide for Registering Domain Names (TMEP 1215.01 through 1215.10), App B2
ICANN Uniform Domain Name dispute resolution policy, 2:61.50
internet domain name assignment agreement, 2:142.70
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Infringement—Cont’d
Federal Trademark Dilution Act,
2:50
H-D U.S.A., LLC v. SunFrog,
LLC., website operation,
counterfeiting, dilution,
2:52.85
Lanham Act,
2:44, 2:52.90
likelihood of confusion,
2:45,
2:108-2:110
Lucky Brand Dungarees v.
Marcel Fashions,
2:52.50,
2:52.60
preclusion as a bar to defense,
2:52.50
proof of actual harm,
2:52
relatedness of goods or services,
2:113
right of publicity cases,
2:49
Romag Fasteners v. Fossil,
2:52.30
Romag Fasteners v. Fossil,
opinion,
2:52.40
Section 43(a) claims,
2:47-2:49
Section 43(c),
2:50
standing,
2:46, 2:46.50
Tiffany v. eBay, Inc.,
2:52.70
Twilight lawsuit: Summit Ent.
LLC v. Markson,
2:141.50
Inherently distinctive marks
generally,
2:3
arbitrary and fanciful marks,
2:4
color mark,
2:8.50
practices and procedure, Patent
and Trademark Office,
2:100.50
suggestive marks,
2:5
Injunctions,
2:68, 2:120, 2:144.90
INTA Model State Trademark Bill,
2:146
Intent to use,
2:89
International
classification of goods and ser-
ices
generally,
2:26.50
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International—Cont’d
classification of goods and ser-
Vices—Cont’d
under the Trademark Act,
2:126-2:144.70
registration,
2:74
Internet (this index)
Inter parte proceedings,
2:98
Jurisdiction
generally,
2:17, 2:53-2:58, 2:122,
2:123
subject matter, Trader Joe’s Co.
v. Hallatt,
2:66.90
Lanham Act
attorneys’ fees,
2:52.90
classification of goods and ser-
Vices under Trademark Act
of 1946,
2:144
disparaging marks,
constitutio[nality,
4:22.95
infringement,
2:44, 2:47-2:50
publicity and privacy rights,
3:21
Section 43(a) claims
infringement,
2:47-2:49
publicity and privacy rights,
3:21
Section 43(c), infringement,
2:50
Supreme Court decision on
preclusion,
2:46.30
Supreme Court decision on
standing,
2:46.50
Licenses
generally,
2:43, 20:63
acquisition, assignment and
maintenance of marks,
2:79
exercise of supervision over,
2:40
naked licensing, abandonment,
2:83.50
Likelihood of confusion,
2:45,
2:108-2:110
Lucky Brand Dungarees v. Marcel
Fashions,
2:52.50, 2:52.60
Madrid Protocol,
2:74, App B1
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#### Maintenance and abandonment
- generally, 2:33-2:43, 2:82
- affidavit
  - claiming incontestability, 2:35
  - continuing use, 2:34
- diligent policing of marks, 2:41
- generic, preventing marks from becoming, 2:39
- licenses, generally, 2:40, 2:43
- naked licensing, 2:83.50
- nonuse as abandonment, 2:83
- notice of registration, 2:38
- renewal of registration, 2:36

#### Matal v. Tam vacates Amanda Blackhorse v. Pro-Football, Inc., 2:11.30

#### Metatags, 2:62-2:65

#### Misdescriptive marks, 2:96, 2:97

#### Misrepresentation, 2:116

#### Museums, WIPO guide, managing intellectual property, 16:130

#### Music videos, 10:10

#### Naked licensing, maintenance and abandonment, 2:83.50

#### Names, 2:107

#### Nice classification, International Trademark Classes under, application and filing, 2:26.50

#### Notice
- constructive notice, 2:13
- registration, 2:38, 2:91

#### Official Gazette, 2:23

#### Parody, 2:111

#### Parody defense, 2:66.70

#### Patent and Trademark Office
- acquired distinctiveness, 2:101
- copyright, USPTO position on fair use of copies of NPL made in patent examination, 1:111.30
- descriptive marks, 2:102
- ex parte proceedings, 2:99
- fees, 2:76

#### Pattern, color mark, 2:8.50

#### Personal jurisdiction, 2:53-2:58

#### Pop-up ads, 2:62-2:65.50

#### Preclusion
- generally, 2:46.30
- Preclusion as a bar to defense, 2:52.50

#### Prima facie evidence of validity, 2:15

#### Principal register, 2:20

#### Priority of use, 2:81

#### Profits, 2:67

#### Proof of actual harm, 2:52

#### Protective orders, Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB), 2:125.50
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